




 

CHRISTMAS IS COMING! 
 love Christmas.  I hope you do too—and if you’re anything like me, I’m betting that a lot of the things you love 
about Christmas have a Victorian quality.  The tree, for example—while Christmas trees existed before the 
Victorian era, Queen Victoria made them popular once and forever.  Christmas cards got their start in the 1800’s. 

Tree lights began as candles.  Jolly St. Nick got a Victorian makeover thanks to Clement Moore and Thomas Nast, 
who turned him into the rotund, scarlet-clad “elf” we know today.  And, of course, there’s dear old Scrooge. 
 Ironically, however, if you were to travel back in time to nearly any point in the Victorian era to celebrate a “true” 
Victorian Christmas, you might find some elements difficult to recognize.  That tree, for example, probably wouldn’t 
be decorated until Christmas Eve, and then only after the smaller children had gone to bed.  One reason was that the 
tree itself was considered a “surprise” for Christmas morning.  Another was that gifts were generally hung on the 
branches of the tree itself—because, dear reader, there was no such thing as fancy colored wrapping paper!  At most, 
a package might be wrapped in brown paper and string.   
 Despite his makeover, you might have trouble recognizing Santa or St. Nicholas (or, more commonly in England, 
“Father Christmas”).  In Victorian cards, and in cards and postcards well into the 20th century, Santa wore any number 
of colors—green, brown, purple, blue, etc.  Red was just another wardrobe option.  Some images depict a sleigh 
drawn by reindeer (though perhaps only two or four), but Santa might just as often appear riding a white horse or a 
donkey, or with no visible means of conveyance at all.  Nor is he always shown coming down a chimney; cards often 
depict him coming to the door or window of a house, which must surely have been a bit simpler for the old fellow! 
 Christmas cards themselves looked very different not only from cards today but from how we might imagine a 
“Victorian Christmas” would look.  Today’s traditional palette of red and green was actually far more commonly 
used for New Year’s cards—which, in fact, were more likely to depict the wintry themes that we expect from a 
holiday card, such as holly, ivy, bells, snow, etc.  Christmas cards, conversely, generally offered the recipient a 
colorful bouquet of spring or summer flowers.  The noted card company of Raphael Tuck ran an annual competition 
for Christmas card designs, and one year, this competition was won by a series of cards depicting large owls sitting 
on branches and fence posts in what was obviously the height of summer. 
 Holiday decorating often had a strong religious theme; magazine articles describe how to create “mottoes” out of 
flowers, moss, greenery, even coral.  Decorators did like to add a touch of artificial snow or ice to their greenery, but 
since glitter wasn’t really available yet, one method (frowned upon by most magazines) was to crush bottles and dust 
greens with powdered glass.  A rather less hazardous approach was to use Epsom salts. 
 But while the trimmings of the season may have changed over time, I think those of us to share a love of Christmas 
with our Victorian ancestors would have found that we had one, far more significant thing in common: An 
understanding of the meaning of Christmas.  For those of us who truly love this holiday, it’s not because of trees or 
lights or cards.  It’s because it reminds us all that there is still a place in this world for the spirit of giving, whether 
that spirit resides in a manger, or wears a red robe and drives a team of reindeer.  
 

—Moira Allen 
 editors@victorianvoices.net 
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